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Key Messages
of this report
Introduction
Mobility in the Netherlands will soon look very different,
and the pace of change is going to accelerate.
Chapter 1
Electric vehicles will be one of the first key transformations in
the future mobility landscape – the Netherlands is well-placed to
take a leading position.
Chapter 2
Connected & Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) have a key role
to play in the future mobility mix, but the breakthrough is
still some years away. Necessary investments in (digital)
infrastructure can shorten the time to market.
Chapter 3
Mobility will shift from the traditional supply chain with oneto-one transactions towards an integrated ecosystem with
seamless and integrated mobility solutions, offered as a service
(MaaS). Platforms will arise to orchestrate this ecosystem and
fight for the customer relationship.
Conclusion
Organizations are beginning to compete for a strong position in
the ecosystem to capture the greatest value. However, for this
to happen, policy makers and organizations must embrace a
collaborative approach rather than pursuing fragmented or
isolated developments of their own. The Netherlands is well
positioned from an infrastructure, technology, policy making
and social acceptance point of view.

There cannot be any room for complacency.
Continued investment, both public and private,
and constant efforts to develop and push
forward with new mobility solutions will be
needed if momentum is to be maintained.
If not, other countries will soon be overtaking.
© 2019 KPMG Advisory N.V. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
The way we travel is changing – and the pace of change is going to accelerate.
Mobility in 2030 in the Netherlands and beyond will look very different from today.

Already, it is clear that the automotive, transport and wider mobility
market is undergoing a transformational social, technological
and economic shift. New models
and technologies are beginning
to appear, disrupting not only
automotive and transport but other
related sectors too. As this
continues and gathers pace, new
markets will emerge, existing ones
will converge, and others will decline
and possibly vanish. New entrants
and start-ups have already begun
challenging incumbents, who in
turn are looking to leverage their

experience and resources to build
sustainable market positions.
Existing and emerging technology
will inevitably enable new forms of
mobility. As a global community,
we need these to do so: population
growth, urbanization and
environmental concerns mean
that these are not a luxury but a
necessity. With increasing
congestion, inefficiency, accidents
and high prices common to most
transport markets around the world,
a future that offers convenient, safe
and economic mobility, with much

lower health and environmental
impact, has to become a new
standard for all to aspire to.
The transformation of the mobility
landscape will be fueled by three
key technology-driven disruptive
trends: electric vehicles (EVs) and
alternative powertrains, connected
and autonomous vehicles (CAVs)
and Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS).
Each one on their own would be
disruptive enough. Taken together,
they will drive unprecedented levels
of change.

Electric vehicles
and alternative
powertrains

Mobility value
chain
Changing
customer and
societal
demands
Moving people
Moving goods
Connected and
autonomous
vehicles
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Mobility-asa-Service

Collaboration in
the future
mobility
ecosystem
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Through these advances, our current
vehicle-centric system has the
potential to be extended by a
radically more efficient, dataenabled and driverless ecosystem
– with consumers at its heart.
Users would be able to seamlessly
transition between public, private,
on-demand and scheduled modes of
transport, with dynamic travel
information enabling mid-journey
changes.
In publishing this report, we review
and analyze the impact of EVs, CAVs
and MaaS on the Dutch market and
ecosystem specifically. In doing this,
we also draw upon three reports in
KPMG’s global Mobility 2030
series: Transforming the Mobility
Landscape; The Rise of Electric,
Shared and Autonomous Fleets; and
Autonomous Vehicles Readiness
Index. This report is in line with the
thinking and vision of this series, but
brings a detailed Dutch perspective
to it.

What we have seen so far is only
the beginning. Investments to date,
both of public and private money,
are only a fraction of what will be
needed in the future to create a full,
interconnected ecosystem.
The Netherlands also has some
specific infrastructure challenges,
with very congested roads and
narrow lanes in a densely populated
country. Government support
will significantly influence the
development of all three disruptive
trends and impact the shape and
pace of development of the new
ecosystem.
From a private sector perspective,
we believe change will not be driven
by any one company or sector.
Instead it requires unprecedented
collaboration to develop the right
mobility solutions. A fast-shifting
ecosystem calls for swift decisions
on changes to business and
operating models, partnerships and
acquisitions.

There is no doubt that the
Netherlands has already established
itself as a forerunner in the emerging
mobility landscape. There is already
a growing penetration of EVs in the
country, a high number of charging
points, and active CAV live-testing
zones. The Dutch government has
recently passed legislation to allow
CAV experimentation on public
roads. The Netherlands in fact
topped KPMG’s Global 2019 AV
Readiness Index. Meanwhile, a
number of MaaS style pilot projects
are also underway in the country.

All parties connected to the mobility
landscape need to be assessing the
changes that are coming and
develop active plans and programs
to define their positions for the
future – what we call ‘decoding
disruption’.

This progress is something the
Netherlands can be proud of –
but there can be no room for
complacency. Other jurisdictions are
also actively trialing and developing
solutions, and could quickly
overtake. Disruption, by its very
nature, can bring surprises and
unexpected developments.

We encourage you to think ahead
and would be very happy to discuss
the role your organization could play
in the transformational mobility
market of the future.

© 2019 KPMG Advisory N.V. All rights reserved.

This report is designed to help
players understand the implications
for existing and evolving roles in the
future mobility ecosystem.
The disruptive forces are structured
into three main chapters, followed
by an overall conclusion.
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Electric Vehicles (EVs)
Electric vehicles will be one of the key features of the future mobility landscape
– the Netherlands is well-placed to take a leading position

One of the defining aspects of the
mobility landscape in the decades to
come will be the rise of electric
vehicles (EVs). At the end of 2018,
there were 3.29 million electric
vehicles worldwide1.
Their market penetration may be low
– but this is set to quickly accelerate
in the coming decade. With future
bans announced for vehicles with
internal combustion engines (ICE),
the days of this dominant drivetrain
are well and truly numbered.
Today, electrification is undoubtedly
at the top of OEMs’ agendas. Volvo2
has pledged to sell only fully electric
or (plug-in) hybrid models by 2025
and it is not alone; almost every
major automaker has pledged
significant investments in electric
technology. OEMs are striving to
expand their EV development and
production as quickly as possible.
A powerful driver behind the move
to EVs is of course political. There is
a clear determination at both
national and international political
levels to reduce CO2 emissions in
order to combat climate change and
also improve air quality. In Europe,
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the European Commission has set
the ambition of achieving net zero
emissions in the Euro area by 2050 3.
With road transport contributing
nearly 21% of the EU’s total CO2
emissions in 2016, moving to
cleaner vehicles is a priority if the
net zero goal is to be achieved.
As a step towards achieving its
carbon goals, the European
Commission recently announced a
reduction in the average permissible
amount of CO2 per kilometer for
new cars – from the target of 130g
CO2 /km that has applied since 2015,
to 95g from 2021. Failure by OEMs
to meet the targets will result in stiff
penalties, whereas incentives and
credits will be in place for zeroemission and low-emission cars4.
Looking at planned future bans of
combustion engines in inner cities
such as Paris, Copenhagen and
Amsterdam, it is to be expected that
the European CO2 limit for cars will
be lowered every year.
EVs in the Netherlands
In the Netherlands, there were
around 75,000 EV passenger cars as
at September 2019 5. Although these

figures are low compared to the
total amount of cars, EV sales are
expected to show persistent growth
each year. As can be seen in the
chart on page 8, Dutch sales of EVs
are up to 9% of total car sales in the
first half of 2019 already. This is
mainly a result of disruptive and
innovative government taxation
policies, which are reflected in an
uptake of sales of efficient diesels
and (plug-in) hybrids in 2010 – 2015
and the shift to increased sales of
regular petrol cars and EVs between
2015 – 2019. Diesel sales have
therefore plummeted from 29% of
total sales in 2015 to just 8% in the
first half of 2019, whereas sales of
alternative powertrains, such as
(plug-in) hybrids and full Electric
Vehicles, have jumped to 17%
between them.
The popularity of (plug-in) hybrids in
the Netherlands – among both
individual consumers and businesses
buying cars for their fleets – has put
in place the foundations and the
mindset to make the move to full
EVs smoother. The country has
already developed one of the widest
electric charging station networks in
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to become the dominant drivetrain
for new passenger cars in 2030.
This uptake will have a major impact
on the traditional Automotive retail
model in the Netherlands as the
aftermarket will experience
significant change. Based on our
recent experience in different client
projects, we have seen that EVs
could lead to as much as a 60%
reduction in cumulative maintenance
costs, which is a very strong selling

Europe due to the uptake of (plug-in)
hybrids. In addition, the Netherlands
is a relatively small and densely
populated country in which the
average journey to work has been
estimated at only 40km. This puts
the daily commute within the range
of a standard electric battery, further
increasing the attractiveness of EVs.
As a result of governmental policies
and bans of ICE cars, EVs are likely

point for potential EV buyers.
However, as parts and services
currently amount to 55% of the
gross margin distribution for an
average car dealership, we expect a
further decrease in dealership
profitability in the Netherlands.
Will the Dutch ‘cake’ still be large
enough for the existing car dealer
retail network landscape?

Trends in new passenger car sales by powertrain
Overview of sales registrations new 2008 - 2019 until September.
Source: RDC
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Timeline powertrain development of new passenger vehicles

Vehicles

Type of Powertrain Technology

Source: KPMG analysis

<1900
Internal
Combustion
Engine (ICE)

1999
Light-Hybrids

2000

2011
Full plug-in
hybrids (PHEV
& EREV)

2010

Toyota Prius

??
Fuel Cell
Electric (FCEV)

2012/2013
Full battery
electric (BEV)

2015

Volvo V60

>2020

Opel Ampera

VW ID.3

MINI Electric

Peugeot e-208

Lightyear One
And many more ...

Nissan LEAF

Tesla Model S

Tesla Model 3

Jaguar I-PACE

DS 3 CROSSBACK E-TENSE

Kia e-Soul 64 kWh

Only Petrol, Hybrid or Electric in 2020?

Policy: can it drive adoption?
Across jurisdictions, the factor that
we see most clearly influencing
levels of EV sales, is price. Where
there are subsidies and incentives,
sales rise. When these subsidies are
removed, sales fall back again given
that EVs are still significantly more
expensive than ICE vehicles.
However, the average EV price has
already dropped to €43,000 in
January 2019, with cheaper models
such as the Tesla Model 3 and
Hyundai KONA Electric proving
popular. In fact, in 2019, the Tesla
Model 3 has been one of the
best-selling cars in the Netherlands.
As the chart on page 10
demonstrates, sales of executive
level EVs (such as Tesla Model S,
Tesla Model X) have dropped
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significantly – as a proportion – from
43% of EV sales in 2018 to just 5%
in the first half of 2019, whereas
uptake of the D ‘upper family’
segment (such as Tesla Model 3)
have shot up to 30%. There has also
been growth in sales of the C
segment (such as Volkswagen
e-Golf, Kia e-Niro, Nissan LEAF) and
B segment (such as Renault ZOE).
Are we perhaps seeing the
beginnings of the breakthrough of
EVs for the ‘average’ consumer?
It will be interesting to see if these
trends continue. There are a wide
number of new electric models set
to be introduced in 2020 and
onwards, especially in the B (e.g.
Peugeot e-208) and C segments
(e.g. Volkswagen ID.3), so it seems

likely that the growth in sales of
more accessibly priced EVs will
continue to rise.
In the Netherlands, when
government subsidies on plug-in
hybrids ended at the end of 2016,
sales dropped dramatically.
However, the dynamics are likely to
change quite significantly in only a
few years’ time, given that advances
in production and a drop in battery
costs are expected to bring parity to
the total cost of ownership (TCO) of
EVs and ICE vehicles from around
2023. We can expect sales of EVs
to begin a noticeable and increasing
upward curve from then – in only
four years’ time.
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Alongside this, the Dutch
government is planning a series of
phased changes to levels of EV
incentivization. BPM (the tax on
passenger cars and motorcycles)
will continue not to be levied on
EVs until 2025, but from then a
modest fixed charge of €350 will be
implemented until 2030. Bijtelling
(the tax charge for private use of
corporate lease cars) is currently set
at 4% on the first €50,000 and 22%
over the remainder. From 2020, the
charge will rise to 8% < €45,000
and will then be gradually increased

to 22% by 2030 6. The selfemployed, meanwhile, remain able
to deduct the cost of an EV more
beneficially from their income tax bill
– as they can for any sustainability
investment. MRB (road tax) meanwhile will not be charged on EVs
until 2025.

These changes come against a
backdrop of significant alterations to
the new sales market, as outlined in
the figure below. Overall, sales of
new cars in the Netherlands are on a
long-term downward trend of -11%.
The chart on this page demonstrates
that sales of new vehicles to private
buyers have in fact dropped
significantly – from 44% in 2008 to
only 21% in the first half of 2019.
At the same time, there has been
substantial growth in sales to leasing
and rental companies – accounting
for 56% in the first half of 2019.

However, although this sounds like a
steady reduction in EV incentives,
the government is in fact shifting its
focus to encourage uptake of
cheaper cars.

43

Sales of new EV passenger
cars per segment
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Source: RDC
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The rise of the fleets
and the effect on the Dutch fleet

What we are seeing here is that the
sales of new vehicles is already
shifting towards being a Business to
Business (B2B) activity – something
that we expect to become an ever
more pronounced trend in the
future. Private buyers are moving
towards leasing arrangements,
buying used cars instead of new
ones, or importing used cars from
abroad. Automotive retailers therefore need to assess their strategy
and take account of the increasing
profile of B2B sales.

impact on the strategies for the
future of both dealerships and
importer organizations.

The significance of the B2B market
is especially pronounced with sales
of EVs. As already outlined, total
sales of EVs are growing. Within this
trend, we see that EVs are overwhelmingly being bought by
businesses and leasing companies
(95% of new EV sales), of which a
quarter are small businesses.
While OEMs will also want to focus
on sales to consumers as a growing
segment, the overriding importance
of B2B sales is clear – having an

There are two key implications to
this aging Dutch fleet:
– CO2 and other emissions of the
total fleet will drop more slowly
than the speed of adoption of new
low emission cars, due to the
continuing presence of old ICE
vehicles. This makes it difficult for
the Netherlands to meet the
agreed reduction of emission and
air quality improvement targets,
especially in densely populated
areas.

© 2019 KPMG Advisory N.V. All rights reserved.

Current taxation policies are also
having an impact on the composition
of the Dutch fleet, which is currently
aging with new sales volumes
relatively low compared to other EU
markets. The average age per car
has increased significantly7,
especially due to an increase of cars
between 5-10 years and more than
15 years old.

– The phasing out of the existing
fleet is likely to take a long time,
which will ensure that service
workshops in the automotive
industry and affiliated businesses
will continue to maintain an
income stream in the years/
decades to come. However,
official brand dealerships will
not equally benefit from this
development as they are primarily
used to service the newer car
fleet.
With such a complex picture of
change, a strong EV vision and
strategy will be essential for both
commercial players and policy
makers. Cost is an important driver
of uptake, but there are many other
factors in play too. At the same
time, there are a number of other
interlinking infrastructure and
technical aspects that need to
be addressed, as we shall now
consider.
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Infrastructure & Technology
Electric vehicles and electricity
infrastructure in the Netherlands
The Netherlands is one of the
frontrunners in electric driving and
looks set to remain so. However,
while EVs contribute to reducing
CO2 emissions, an exponentially
increasing share will introduce
problems on the electricity grid.
These capacity problems, along with
battery and charging issues, are
critical to resolve for EVs to truly
take off. This section discusses
these challenges, as well as the
opportunities that will arise for oil
majors, utility companies or newly
entering start-ups.

M&A activity charging itself up
Because charging points and
infrastructure are vital to the EV
market, it is no surprise that we
have seen increasing levels of M&A
activity as different players look
to position themselves to take
advantage of the huge potential for
growth.
The Netherlands already has one of
the biggest charging point networks
anywhere in Europe – and indeed
the world. Due to the great success
of the plug-in hybrid initiative
between 2013-2016 as described on
page 11, charging points proliferated
across the country.

In fact, the Netherlands possesses a
whopping 28% of the total number
of charging stations in Europe (as at
2018), ahead of Germany, France
and the UK who are second, third
and fourth, respectively. These four
countries have a 76% share
between them – while they make up
only 27% of the total European land
mass. With the Netherlands
accounting for only around 1% of
the total land area of Europe, it has
the densest charging infrastructure
in the bloc8. On the face of it, the
Netherlands has already given itself
a powerful head start on which to
build. However, most of its charging
points are ‘old technology’ at homes

Overview of charging points in the Netherlands
Source: elaad.nl
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Forecast of chargers in the Netherlands
Expected amount of charging points until 2035.
Source: elaad.nl
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or in public facilities – for overnight
charging or requiring some significant time to provide sufficient
charge for a medium or long journey.
To take EV adoption to the next
level, widespread installation of new
generation smart or fast charging
points is needed. These can take a
vehicle to 80% full charge within
only around 15 minutes.
There are currently around 1,200
fast charging points in the
Netherlands. According to ElaadNL,
the alliance of Dutch grid operators,
the total number of fast charging
points in the country will at least
double by 2025. The best case
‘stretch’ scenario even shows an
eightfold increase, approximating
8,000 fast charging points in the
Netherlands9.
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Such a major increase will result
not only in opportunities for gas
stations, but for new market
entrants to reap the benefits as well.
Indeed, competition could become
unrelenting as new business models
arise. Independent charging point
operators such as Fastned and
Allego have established themselves
in the market, while others are
gradually being acquired by the large
oil majors. For example, Shell has
bought NewMotion while BP and
Total acquired Ecotricity and Pitpoint, respectively. Meanwhile, car
manufacturers and dealers are
starting to feel obliged to include a
home charger with every EV sold.
Tesla along with the multi-OEM joint
venture IONITY have recognized
the importance of charging
infrastructure, aggressively investing
in public superchargers.
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Finally, a remaining group consisting
of roadside restaurants and
supermarkets is also building a
presence in the charging market.
Businesses including McDonalds,
La Place, Albert Heijn and Lidl have
all begun to offer charging solutions
– no doubt aware that the probability
of a customer deciding to have a
meal or do some shopping while
waiting for their vehicle to charge, is
high.
Electricity generation
and local grids
The generation of electricity is
transforming from conventional
centralized sources to a
decentralized model with
renewables. But this electricity
supply is volatile, as it is heavily
affected by the prevailing weather
conditions. This results in huge
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Differences in renewable electricity generation supply in the Netherlands
Source: energieopwek.nl
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differences in generation per day, as
the figures above demonstrates.
As the share of EVs and the number
of charging point locations begin to
grow exponentially in the coming
decade, capacity problems on the
grid will arise and potentially
become acute. Already in the
Netherlands, we see variations
between local grids – capacity
issues are very much a localized
issue, with each grid needing to
manage its own demand and supply.
Capacity problems are already
arising, such as in the north of the
country where some solar parks10
are only able to connect to the grid
at certain times and where 20
completed solar parks cannot be
connected at all. The current
infrastructure is not able to transport
sufficient amounts of renewable
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Differences in renewable electricity generation supply in
the Netherlands. The top left graph shows a sunny and
windy day, with a maximum capacity of 6.85 GW.
The generation pattern of the graph above shows a cloudy
pattern with stable and strong winds (4.92 GW).
Finally, on the left, supply problems arise when neither
sun nor wind is available, resulting in a maximum capacity
of only 1.65 GW.

energy to the areas where it is
actually needed. Elsewhere, some
corporates with large car fleets are
already at the capacity limits of how
many cars they can charge during
the day, meaning that, if they add
additional cars to their fleets, they
will not be able to charge them all
simultaneously.
Energy companies are using the
merit order curve to rank how
energy is produced based on the
cost of production. This merit order
curve is changing as a result of the
new ways of producing energy.
The high demand for electricity
when people arrive home and start
charging their electric car is causing
large fluctuations on the energy
network. Power plants need to
ramp-up peak capacity that is more
expensive than the usual balanced

baseload power. Therefore, it is
expected that power plants will
charge premiums for these specific
services.
This is why it is essential for
electricity to be generated (locally)
and consumed in a smarter way.
More electricity needs to be stored
in a decentralized manner, such as in
batteries off-grid. An example of this
is practiced by the electric bus
builder VDL, which formed a joint
venture to take electric bus
batteries, which have a usual
operational life of three and a half
years, and use them to store energy
from solar and wind. This energy is
then used to recharge current bus
batteries – giving the old batteries
an economic lifetime of ten years
instead. The country needs to
embrace smart charging practices,
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Electric vehicle-to-grid overview

V2G charging
station

Energy production

Transmission and
distribution

such as shifting the charging pattern
to periods with less demand,
creating system flexibility.
Flexibility: smart grid enables
smart charging and bidirectional
flow of electricity
By actively managing endconsumers’ smart devices in and
around their homes – such as
electric vehicles12, air conditioning
systems and solar panels – the
mismatch between supply and
demand can be smoothed out and
re-aligned. End consumers turn into
‘prosumers’, as they generate their
own electricity through solar PV.
They not only consume but also
start to produce electricity with their
smart devices.
However, as devices in individual
households will not provide enough
capacity to balance the grid, a third
party aggregator will be needed to
bundle together the devices from
many households so that it is
possible to manage their energy
usage, to a certain extent. In
accumulating many separate smart
devices together, the aggregator will
create flexibility in the system and
turn it into a service for the Dutch
transmission system operator
TenneT and the country’s seven
distribution system operators.
Responsible for the monetization of
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Consumption and
local generation

the flexibility brought about by the
prosumer, this aggregation role may
be taken by an existing player in the
energy market, or it might be
fulfilled by a new market entrant.
It will be one visible example of the
new business models that the move
to EVs will bring with it.
Alongside smart charging, another
interesting technology is currently
under development and being
piloted: vehicle-to-grid (V2G). In this,
the EV’s battery is used as a
decentralized storage device.
A surplus of electricity can be stored
in it and, when supply is low and
demand high, electricity can be
drawn from the EV, at a higher price
than that at which it was stored – so
becoming an income stream for the
battery owner. V2G allows for the
greater integration of renewable
energy sources and helps improve
the balancing of electricity supply
and demand. However, downsides
of this technology include the
potential inconvenience that EV
owners may experience and
possible battery degradation under
heavy V2G use.
Vehicle-to-grid – or in a broader
sense, vehicle-to-everything (V2X)
– has become a technically mature
concept. Many pilot projects have
been conducted and some EVs have
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Bi-directional
charging

Storage and
usage

already earned money by being
functional ‘batteries on wheels’.
The main difference with smart
charging is that, under V2G, the
speed of charging is not only
adjustable but the direction of
electricity flow can also be changed.
This has two results. Potential
battery degradation increases, due
to the increase in the frequency
of charging and discharging.
Secondly, the EV will not always be
fully charged after a period of being
plugged-in. These two drawbacks
result, on average, in a low
willingness to participate among
EV drivers. Moreover, car
manufacturers face logistical
challenges with their battery
production, as the total lifetime of
car batteries is likely to reduce under
this concept. However, solutions
need to be found as greater
flexibility is undoubtedly needed in
order to integrate more renewables.
All these opportunities and
challenges will result in a
transformation of the mobility
sector. However, technological
development and improvement of
battery life and range remain
important factors, which we will
consider next.
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Technology
Battery development is key to
increase the usability and reduce the
total cost of ownership of electric
cars. Currently, the most widespread
battery in EVs is the lithium ion
battery. Over the past ten years, the
technology has made spectacular
improvements. Energy density has
risen to around 250wh/kg, while
prices have dropped as low as €160
– and are expected to drop further to
€63 kWh by 203013.
However, the technology has a few
major drawbacks. Capacity needs to
increase beyond 300wh/kg, which
seems to be the practical limit today.
Increasing capacity brings a risk of
heavy flammability, giving the
technology a safety issue14.
Production requires the scarce
mineral cobalt which is mined under
questionable conditions15, bringing
an ethical and reputational issue too.
Although extensive research is being
done to minimize every drawback, it
may be that alternative battery
technologies will supersede the
traditional lithium ion battery.
Although it remains difficult to
predict which technologies are going
to power the next generation of EVs,
the following models could become
major accelerators of EV adoption.
Solid state batteries
These batteries make use of both a
solid electrode and electrolyte. The
advantages of this technology are an
increase in energy density, reduced
charging times and non-flammability.
The energy density of such batteries
is currently at the same level as a
Tesla battery. Manufacturers expect
to reach 400wh/kg in the very near
future, with 2000wh/kg a theoretical
possibility.
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Many OEMs from various industries
are investing billions of euros in R&D
to develop these batteries.
Dyson has made a €900 million
investment in its own new testing
facility16, while Volkswagen group
has invested €90 million in the
California-based solid state battery
manufacturer QuantumScape.
Toyota is currently investing €11,7
billion in battery technologies and is
planning to bring a solid state
battery to market as early as 2020.
Graphene batteries
The material Graphene – a one atom
thick sheet of carbon that is
arranged in a honeycomb pattern
– was only discovered in 2004.
The material has many applications
because of its unique attributes: it is
extremely strong and lightweight,
flexible and chemically inert, and has
excellent conductive qualities. These
factors make it potentially a perfect
material for batteries.
Graphene can be used to enhance
lithium ion batteries, shortening
charging times and increasing
energy density. Tested prototypes
show great potential, with energy
densities of 1,000wh/kg and
charging times of mere seconds.
However, although the material has
proven itself in many prototype
products, there are no market-ready
graphene-based batteries available
as yet.
Ultra-capacitors
While energy is chemically stored in
lithium ion batteries, ultra-capacitors
store their energy statically. The big
advantage of this is the high power
capacity that it brings. Charging and
discharging can occur in a matter of

seconds. The downside to date is a
very low energy density that makes
them unsuitable for EVs. Some use
cases have been created, however,
in Shanghai, the technique has been
used for quite a while now to power
the public bus network. Buses
charge at every stop and then
continue on their route17.
More recently, research has been
carried out to use ultra-capacitors in
parallel with lithium ion batteries.
The two technologies supplement
each other, with the high power
capacity of the ultra-capacitor
ensuring superior power delivery
for fast acceleration that is then
recaptured through regenerative
breaking, while the lithium ion
delivers the energy to travel longer
distances. The result is less wear
and tear on the lithium ion battery
and increased range. Future
development of ultra-capacitors
might lead to energy density
comparable to current lithium ion
while still retaining high power
capacity.
However, other powertrains have
potential too. Hydrogen, for
example, could be an interesting fuel
for the future. Already, there are
three hydrogen stations in the
Netherlands18. Hydrogen could be
particularly attractive as a fuel for
Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs), as
battery size and range issues mean
that electrification does not currently
look to be a feasible option for large
freight vehicles in most cases.
With the necessary investment in
infrastructure, hydrogen could fill
this gap – but it is likely to be ten to
fifteen years away at least before it
may begin to be used at any scale.
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Social acceptance

With incentives fully focused on zero
emission cars, consumers do not in
fact have any choice over whether
or not to embrace EVs: they will
have no other option. However, the
more they see the benefits, the
smoother and faster consumers’
adoption of the new vehicles will be.

also have a large influence on the
overall price of an EV, progress in
battery technology is critically
important. The vision for the future
must be where batteries can be
produced at lower cost, bringing the
price of EVs down, with longer
ranges and fast recharging times.

As we have seen, this adoption
rate will in part be influenced by
governments’ ability to incentivize
EVs at the right level to stimulate
demand without unnecessarily
sacrificing fiscal income. But there
are a number of other key factors
too.

Thirdly, a charging infrastructure
needs to be in place to enable
drivers to easily and quickly charge
their cars – and this also means
boosting the capacity of local grids
in the Netherlands to accommodate
this.

Firstly, total cost of ownership must
be equal to or lower than that of an
ICE vehicle. We expect parity to
arise from around 2023.
Never theless, adoption rates will
only truly accelerate when the
upfront cost of an EV is nearer to
that of an ICE vehicle, as many
consumers will be more influenced
by the amount of the initial outlay
than the savings they will make over
the long term due to cheaper
running costs (estimated at roughly
50% of the cost of running an ICE
vehicle).
Secondly, the industry needs to
secure a supply of batteries
sufficient for mass production, and
technology needs to improve battery
performance and range. As batteries
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We have already touched on
possible future V2G models that
could stimulate public engagement
with EVs as well as help ease
electricity capacity issues, and noted
that there are currently several
barriers to consumer participation.
Some solutions are already being
developed in the market.
Remuneration schemes are being
devised together with contracts for
participating consumers in which
they are guaranteed that their
battery will not be drained below an
agreed minimum level. In addition,
as the speed of recharging
improves, consumers are more likely
to be willing to participate.
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Recent KPMG research amongst
148 EV drivers in the Netherlands
explored this area further, with the
results providing some interesting
pointers towards effective solutions.
We found that two thirds of these
drivers would be interested in having
a V2G contract, compared to a third
who said they were not interested.
The factors most important to EV
drivers to make them consider
concluding a V2G contract were, in
order of importance:
– Guaranteed minimum battery level
– Plug-in time
– Remuneration
– Number of discharging cycles
– Contract duration
It is interesting to see that
remuneration came out as only
the third highest priority. In a
hypothetical scenario where
batteries could be recharged in only
a few minutes, the proportion of
drivers who would be interested in
concluding a contract rose from two
thirds to three quarters, while
plug-in time became the most
important issue with guaranteed
minimum level second – still ahead
of remuneration. Clearly, what
matters most to drivers is
convenience and use, rather than
creating an income stream.
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Towards the
electric future

Of the three main components of
the mobility future – electric
vehicles, autonomous vehicles,
Mobility-as-a-Service –
electrification has perhaps the
clearest adoption path ahead.
Increasing numbers of governments
have announced dates for ICE
vehicle bans, while rising numbers
of consumers and businesses have
begun to buy EVs.
We see the 2020 decade as the one
in which EVs will truly take hold.
TCO parity will drive adoption,
especially for corporate fleets and
light commercial vehicles, and
consumers will begin to fully buy in
too.
Clearly, there are important issues
that need to be resolved. Battery
technology, charging infrastructure,
commercial models to incentivize
smart energy usage, and electric
grid capacity all need to make
strides in the coming years.
These are all within our hands.
In the Netherlands, we have already
moved towards the front of the
electric vehicle grid. If this can be
continued, with a combination of
shrewd public policy, innovative
commercial development, and the
rise of new aggregators, the country
could power ahead and become an
example of progressive EV adoption.
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Connected & Autonomous
Vehicles (CAVs)
Connected & Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) have a key role to play in the future
mobility mix

Autonomous vehicles enable highly
optimized transportation and asset
utilization, and are also central to
Mobility-as-a-Service concepts
(which we will discuss in the next
chapter). Fully self-driving vehicles
– controlled by smart technology
connected to roadside infrastructure
and to other vehicles on the road,
emitting and receiving data,
continually self-adjusting to

In 2018, we reported that
“Autonomous Driving Cars are key
for Mobility in 2030”19. Is the future
closer than we think?

conditions to provide safe and
efficient transport while the
human passenger enjoys other
entertainment or perhaps catches
up on work – may seem like a
beguiling vision of a far-off future.
But how close could we be to such
a vision becoming a reality? We are
already seeing increasing degrees of
autonomy built into existing vehicles.

Although fully autonomous vehicles
(Level 5) will take a while to arrive,
we are seeing new vehicles with
Level 2 and Level 3 autonomy being
introduced (as can be seen in the
figure below). However, the uptake

Development of level autonomy – stretch case
Source: KPMG Analysis
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No
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L1
Driver
Assistance
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Level
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L3
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L5
Full
Autonomy
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Blind Spot Monitoring
Intersection Pilot

Safety

Intelligent Speed Adaption
Lane Departure Warning

Lane Keep Assist (LKA)
Collision Avoidance

Connectivity
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Emergency Driver Assistant
3D Cloud Based Navigation
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Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
Traffic Jam Assist
Park Assist (steering only)
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Geo-fenced
autonomous driving

Full
end-to-end
experience

Valet Park Assist
Highway Autopilot
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of these new technologies is highly
dependent on the readiness of the
supporting ecosystem.
We have already noted that the
Netherlands is towards the front of
the grid for EVs, with 28% of
Europe’s charging points. The fact is
that the Netherlands is also in a
leading position to drive the
adoption of CAVs. Indeed, the
country is ranked number one in
KPMG’s Autonomous Vehicles
Readiness Index 2019 20, (for the
second year running) – ahead of
countries like Singapore, Norway
and the US. It leads the index’s
infrastructure pillar, is ranked second
on consumer acceptance and is fifth
on policy and legislation.
The country scores highly on many
individual measures, including
supportive regulations, road
infrastructure quality, exposure to
autonomous vehicle testing and
market share of EVs.
The country’s progressive approach
is demonstrated by the Dutch
government’s exploration of the
potential for AV’s in freight, while
working to improve safety and
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enhance the legal framework.
On freight, the government plans to
have dozens of driverless delivery
trucks operating closely together on
international highways. In a March
2018 speech, the Dutch Minister of
Infrastructure & Water Management
outlined that the Netherlands will
work with Germany and Belgium
to introduce ‘truck platooning’
along the ‘Tulip corridors’ from
Amsterdam to Antwerp and
Rotterdam to the Ruhr Valley, with
the aim of enabling convoys of at
least 100 trucks and eventually
self-driving vehicles at night.
This intention was confirmed again
in a more recent speech this year.
The Minister also elaborated that
she would work to connect vehicles
using 5G technology and install
1,200 smart traffic lights. This would
build on the Netherlands’ existing
leading status on availability of EV
charging stations. The Ministry also
announced a legal framework for
autonomous driving.
With so much already happening
around CAVs in the Netherlands, in
this section we look at the factors
that are key to further progress.
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Policy
Policy, including rules and
regulations, international standards,
tax systems and government
initiatives, is a key area for the
development of CAVs. If the
technology is ever to fully develop
and integrate itself into the real
world, effective legislation and
incentivization is needed to
allow and encourage controlled
experimentation to take place.
In the Netherlands, some important
steps are already being taken.
The Experimenteerwet zelfrijdende
auto (a law governing the
experimental use of self-driving
vehicles) was approved by the
House of Representatives and the
Dutch Senate last year, and adopted
into law on 1 July 2019. It allows
experiments with AVs on public
roads without drivers in vehicles,
although they must be monitored
remotely.
The Netherlands is also preparing a
‘Driving License for a Vehicle’21. This
is being developed in cooperation
between the Dutch Vehicle
Authority (RDW), the main road
authority (Rijkswaterstaat) and the
central agency for driving proficiency
(CBR). The approach focuses on the
extent to which a vehicle can
produce safe and predictable
automated driving behavior that
aligns as closely as possible to
human performance in an open
traffic system. Vehicles that meet a
certain standard would be granted a
‘driving license’. In addition, the
Netherlands is working on a ‘Vehicle
Safety & Security Framework
(VSSF)’ to be able to assess the
robustness of in-vehicle software.
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As well as freight and private cars,
Dutch companies are working with
foreign manufacturing and logistics
firms on the potential for AVs in
private industrial environments.
Such uses may precede AVs on
urban Dutch roads, which are much
busier than in the US and other
countries.
On a domestic, EU and in some
cases international basis,
governments need to agree on
standards and frameworks for the
development of CAVs on public
roads. This is only becoming more
important as the technology begins
to mature and prototype CAV
vehicles are developed – along with
the imminent rollout of 5G networks. Legislation needs to be put
in place ahead of the curve as far as
possible, rather than trying to catch
up as technology speeds ahead
without it.

The Netherlands is already in a
strong public policy position and,
with the right continuing framework,
the Dutch government can help the
country become a mould-breaking
testing ground for the new
generation of autonomous vehicles
that is heading our way. As we
discuss in the next section, with
experimentation already active in the
Helmond Lab and testing also
expected to start between Schiphol
Airport and Johan Cruijff ArenA in
Amsterdam, self-driving is beginning
to get serious in the Netherlands.

Beyond only safety (important
though that is) there are wider social
impacts to consider too. The
development of CAVs could help
reduce congestion on the roads and
have positive environmental effects,
helping governments meet their
net zero targets. Against these
positives, there are the possible
negative effects on the labor market
– as autonomous vehicles reduce
the need for human drivers. In
addition, personal kilometers
travelled are likely to increase due to
new groups that will have access to
mobility services (as shown on page
24). However, these effects can be
expected at a certain level of
autonomy (e.g. L5).
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Autonomous vehicles could enable new waves of untapped mobility growth from youth and seniors
Sources: KPMG Mobility 2030 Scenario Analysis – Stretch case
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Infrastructure
In the CAV world, ‘infrastructure’ is
broader than the traditional roads,
tunnels, bridges and intersections
that the word may initially bring to
mind: mobile infrastructure is also
critically important. If autonomous
vehicles are to work safely and
effectively, they must be connected
to everything around them through a
stable, ‘always on’ connection. This
is why 5G is crucial to the rollout of
CAVs. Whereas current 4G networks have neither sufficient
reliability nor capacity to handle
intensely concentrated data
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requirements, 5G networks will have
the bandwidth, capacity and latency
needed to support them.

The different applications for 5G in
the supporting ecosystem for CAVs
will be discussed further in the
technology section.

In the Netherlands, 5G frequencies
are expected to be auctioned to
telecom operators before the end of
2019. We may then be able to
expect the first 5G services to
become available22 in the country,
although ‘full’ 5G services are not
likely to be available (in the
Netherlands or anywhere else) until
perhaps 2023.
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Case Study
Live testing in the Netherlands
The Helmond Smart Mobility
Living Lab is a Living Lab for
testing and first deployment of
smart mobility solutions. The
N270 main road in Helmond and
the A270 freeway are being used
both in closed conditions and in
real-time traffic conditions for
automated test-driving purposes.
It is a collaboration involving
many parties, including Dutch
telecom operator KPN which has
installed a pilot 5G environment
in the area to support the selfdriving trials. Using multi-access
edge computing, network slicing,
and with 5G new radio standards
with lower latency in its future
scope, the project is putting the
Netherlands in the forefront of
CAV development.
In addition, the Johan Cruijff
ArenA in Amsterdam with its
cutting edge 5G field lab will also
be getting involved – there are
plans to create a CAV
experimental corridor between
the ArenA and Schiphol Airport.
It is already several years since
the first self-driving electric bus 23
was tested on a bus lane between
the airport and Haarlem. The new
CAV corridor is set to take selfdriving experimentation much
further.
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Technology
We have discussed policy and
infrastructure – but what of the
actual vehicles themselves? The
technology involved in developing a
vehicle that can drive, steer, monitor
and correct itself in a moving and
unpredictable environment is
obviously extremely complex and
challenging.
At the moment, we see two
approaches in the field of selfdriving vehicles. Firstly, we have the
autonomous car which finds its way
using its own on-board sensors.
Secondly, we have the cooperative
(or connected) car, which
communicates with other cars and
with roadside infrastructure.

European policy makers are
leveraging the latter development
already, given the contribution that
cooperative cars can make to
increased road safety, improved
traffic flow and more sustainable
mobility, which are important policy
goals. The full potential of selfdriving cars may be better realized.
However, if we see these two
models being combined into one
solution, this will require the
standardization of vehicle
communication and the active
involvement of many parties across
the automotive, technology and
policy spheres in developing
international standards. Considering
also the personal data that these

cars will collect, we must not forget
the safety and privacy of users
either – data privacy legislation and
standards remain an important
aspect24.
One of the most important strands
in CAV communication is the
development of V2X technology,
also known as Vehicle-to-Everything
or Car-to-Everything (C2X). With
V2X, self-driving cars can
communicate with other systems.
The two main categories within V2X
in which we see parties investing
are Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), both
of which are outlined on the next
page.

Overview of communication relations between different
actors in the CAV communication technology chain

Traffic Control

Central Cloud Systems
ITS / Extended Vehicle

3G/4G/5G
network

Public/Private
network

Data access point
Service
providers

Local V2X
network
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Vehicle-to-Vehicle
Vehicle-to-Vehicle technology takes
communication between cars to a
whole new level. This technology
makes it possible to receive
warnings and information from other
vehicles without these being visible
(think of looking ‘through’ vehicles,
or ‘looking around the corner’).
Moreover, it becomes possible to
communicate with multiple different
vehicles at the same time, even
when they are located at a
substantial distance from the
receiver. This communication has
the potential to be of huge benefit,
not only to passenger cars but to
emergency services as well:
enabling them to communicate their
approach in a timely manner such
that other vehicles can make way for
them and ease their passage
through the traffic. In addition,
public transport can be prioritized in
a smart way, preventing delays and
traffic jams and, for example,
alerting cars to incoming and
outgoing buses. Simple warnings
from slow-moving, braking or
approaching vehicles (in addition to
vehicles such as motorcyclists,
emergency services and public
transport) can quickly have a
major impact on traffic flow. This
communication fills the gaps that
cameras and radar sensors leave
open. In addition, real-time
information about road conditions
just ahead of a car can be shared;
traffic information cannot be more
up-to-date than that. Research
shows that sharing speed, position
and other information, as well as
activating the windscreen wipers
when needed as soon as rain begins
to fall, will lead to a significant
reduction in accidents.
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Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
Similar impacts can be achieved
with Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
technology. A test using the
technology in Germany resulted in
35% fewer accidents25. V2I also has
an enormously extensive package of
possible applications, including:
– Communicating the meaning of
traffic signs – such as speed,
prohibitions and signs that only
apply in certain circumstances.
– Communicating changes in speed
limits or alternative routes for
vehicles due to roadworks.
– Traffic lights that indicate in good
time when they will change,
allowing the self-driving car to
adjust its speed.
– Parking facilities that provide
information about remaining free
spaces.
Many of these areas are already
being tested and experimented with,
in the context of smart cities and
smart mobility. A good example is
the Cooperative Intelligent Transport
Systems and Services (C-ITS)
Corridor project between the
Netherlands, Germany and Austria
– an initiative for cooperative traffic
services that communicate with
vehicles’ on-board units (OBUs) via
the special ITS-G5 WiFi connection
or via WiFi-P. This is one of several
collaborations in the overall C-ITS
project, initiated by the European
Commission. Commercial parties
providing the technology are also
involved.

the digital infrastructure to be
installed is a matter for the
government. To bring these together
successfully, cooperation between
both parties is essential. Each side
contributes its different areas of
expertise, advancing the project
more quickly and successfully as a
whole. Responsibilities, risks and
investments become shared.
Steering V2X in the right
direction together
It is important to remember that V2I
and V2X are just two of many
technologies that will make a fully
autonomous car possible in the
future. The reliability and robustness
of communication between all of the
technologies involved are critically
important. Fall-backs are needed if
the primary systems fail. With 5G
for example the reliability of the
application environment is crucial; if
the network would drop even for a
couple of seconds, there could be
serious consequences. Continuing
development of 5G is needed
together with a safety net system to
deal with any downtime.
The complexity of the issues
involved means that the implementation of V2X and fully autonomous
vehicles remains dependent on
effective collaboration between
parties. Government policy and
regulation needs to set the
environment within which private
enterprises can invest, innovate and
experiment. Only together we can
steer V2X and autonomous driving
in the right direction.

There is no doubt that public-private
partnerships are of great importance
in the development of smart mobility
initiatives. After all, the technology
applied in the car is primarily the
choice of the car manufacturer, while
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Social
acceptance
Self-driving cars will bring a drastic
change to the current mobility
system. According to the study
Converging roads 26, if this change is
to be accepted, both public and civil
society need to be involved in the
entire innovation and policy making
process to a greater extent than we
are seeing today.
This points us towards the fact that
alongside all of the infrastructure
and technology challenges in
creating an ecosystem for CAVs,
another, more human, factor is also
absolutely critical: trust.
Quite simply, if human beings don’t
trust the safety and reliability of
self-driving vehicles, they will not
accept them at a mass level.
While there will always be a minority
of pioneering enthusiasts who
are prepared to embrace new
technology even with elements of
risk, the majority of people will not
entrust their own safety and that of
their families and friends to an
autonomous vehicle that they do not
have experience with.
Others may also reject autonomous
vehicles on more philosophical
grounds: seeing CAVs as another
example of the ‘rise of the
machines’ alongside increasing uses
of AI and automation elsewhere in
society. For some, the impersonal
power of technology is something to
be resisted.
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There is not much that can be done
about the latter groups, except that
their resistance may reduce as CAVs
become more and more widespread
and they gradually become familiar
with them.
For the more fundamental issue of
trust, meanwhile, the only way to do
this is through the steady building of
faith in the technology through
successful trials and gradual
rollouts in particular cities (or, more
accurately, particular zones within
cities). In the Netherlands, as we
have seen, examples are the
Helmond N270 project and the
Schiphol-Amsterdam Johan Cruijff
ArenA corridor.
There is a ‘chicken and egg’ aspect
to this, of course. CAV acceptance
will only grow once CAVs are widely
in use – but how do you get to that
point if people won’t accept them?
The answer, in part, lies in the fact
that we are already beginning to
become more accustomed to
self-driving and autonomous
features. Many vehicles already
have a self-parking capability, for
example. Some cars – notably
Teslas – offer quite advanced
degrees of semi-autonomous driving
already today, where the car controls
almost everything subject to the
human driver’s confirmation, putting
them somewhere on L3 in the scale
of autonomy. But even though these
Teslas may get 90% of decisions
right, the driver still needs to pay
attention in case it gets it wrong.
Autonomous features are likely
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to continue to become more
embedded into new cars and this
will play an important role in
moulding public perception. Tesla
has already begun to develop an
interesting business model where
consumers pay more for greater
degrees of autonomy in the same
vehicle – a new kind of consumer
choice alongside familiar areas such
as paintwork and in-car features.

In the aviation industry, when
accidents do occur, they are followed
by extremely thorough root cause
analysis and the results are widely
communicated to maintain public
confidence. The same will be
needed with autonomous vehicles.
Already, minor incidents involving
self-driving vehicles make headlines
in the media. This is to be expected
in a new and as yet immature field.

Nevertheless, there remains a jump
to the concept of a completely
autonomous vehicle in which the
human is merely a passive
passenger. Getting there will take
time as trust is built in stages and as
technology – in vehicles and in other
aspects of our lives – continues to
develop in sophistication and reach.

One of the watchwords is sure to be
patience. The rollout of CAVs must
not be rushed. If they are pushed
too quickly, too early and incidents
occur, trust will be severely
damaged and may slow adoption
down instead of accelerating it.

What we will see may well mirror
the experience with aviation. In its
early days, aviation was undeniably
dangerous, with some planes falling
out of the sky. As passenger
flights were launched, there was
undoubtedly some hesitation
amongst many as to whether they
would trust their lives to a machine
flying ten kilometers above the
ground, sitting just above thousands
of liters of kerosene. But today,
most of us don’t even think twice
about boarding a plane. Statistically,
it is one of the safest forms of
transport. We put our trust in
the safety and reliability of the
technology – even if, from time to
time, unfortunately disastrous plane
crashes still happen.

Another issue that needs to be
addressed is the human perception
that technology should be 100%
fail-proof. We need to keep working
to make technology as effective as it
can be, but recognize that there can
never be a guarantee that nothing
will ever go wrong.
In short, caution is a requirement for
CAVs to successfully spread.
Governments need to create
frameworks for their testing and
operation, and provide clear
guidelines to industry. OEMs and
technology companies need to
proceed carefully but steadily,
building a track record of experience
and learning. Only then will human
beings put themselves at the mercy
of technology in their everyday lives.
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Where wil the road take us from here?

As we have seen, the Netherlands
has the potential to become a
leading country on the global stage
for the adoption of connected and
autonomous vehicles. Many important policy building blocks are in
place; the country’s infrastructure is
good; social acceptance, in principle,
is already high compared to many
other countries. The Netherlands
has long had an entrepreneurial and
‘can do’ mind-set, and this is already
demonstrating itself in the Helmond
and Amsterdam Johan Cruijff ArenA
projects.
However, many challenges lie
ahead. The Netherlands is a very
densely populated country and our
urban areas have complex traffic
flows, made even more complex by
the high number of cyclists.
Various questions still need to be
addressed. Do we expect CAVs to
be owned by individuals, or will they
be incorporated in mobility services
and MaaS solutions on a large scale?
How will CAVs communicate with
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human controlled cars? Who will
maintain the fleets? How will rental
companies respond and adopt to
these developments? If CAVs are
monitored and ‘controlled’ remotely,
which parties will initiate this? Public
or private?
In dense areas of moving vehicles
and people, it remains a challenge
for algorithms to deal with the huge
number of variables involved.
People in particular do not always
obey the rules and are liable to make
impromptu decisions – crossing the
road in unexpected places, suddenly
turning or deviating their course.
There are too many degrees of
freedom in densely packed,
unregulated spaces, too many
dependencies to be computed.
Unless algorithmic technology
makes significant strides very
quickly, it may be that policy makers
need to look at separating
infrastructure even more, especially
in urban areas, e.g. by creating more
vehicle-only zones and pedestrian/
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bike-only zones. However, to do this
will require investment and also take
time – another variable in the pace
of the adoption of CAVs.
The rollout of CAVs ‘metro market
by metro market’ is what KPMG
has already envisaged in its
(US-focused) report Islands of
Autonomy 27. Particular zones of
particular cities will become hotbeds
of autonomous transport, before the
phenomenon gradually spreads
more widely as infrastructure is
installed and demand grows. It is
also likely that it will be commercial
truck platooning initiatives where
CAV adoption is seen most widely in
the early stages, as the economics
of reducing costs through removing
the driver will be a strong incentive.
There are many unknowns ahead.
But there is no doubt that CAVs are
on the way. Within two decades,
Dutch roads could look and feel
quite different.
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Mobiliteitsalliantie
The Mobiliteitsalliantie is a Dutch mobility
sector alliance, consisting of 25 mobilityrelated organizations, which has gathered to
develop a shared sector vision of mobility in
the Netherlands. The Mobiliteitsalliantie
has offered a Mobility Deltaplan to the
Dutch government involving a vision of
mobility in 2030, addressing challenges and
opportunities to create a sustainable and safe
network that will give the Netherlands a
leading international position.
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Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS)
Demand for mobility services is on the rise – organizations are beginning
to compete for a position in the ecosystem to capture the greatest value

The Netherlands needs a wellintegrated infrastructure network,
both on road and rail, that is free of
bottlenecks in order to reduce
blockages and promote safe traffic
flow. We have seen some positive
improvements to infrastructure in
recent years, such as the ongoing
€5.4 billion expansion of the
Schiphol Airport-Amsterdam-Almere
freeway network and the €1.3 billion
OV-SAAL rail capacity expansion
project. However, provision of
additional infrastructure capacity is
not sufficient as a solution in itself,
as studies have shown that extra
capacity simply results in increased
traffic volumes 28.
This underlines the need for smart
and integrated solutions to meet
future demand, where modes are
effectively used and shared in
order to utilize the capacity of
infrastructure and mobility ecosystems to the largest possible
extent.
In recent years, traditional mobility
service value chains have begun to
change as new transportation
modes and shared mobility services
have started to appear. Demand for
these services has already started to
grow. There is little doubt that the
pace of change will accelerate in
the coming years and, as we shall
discuss, the rise of new
Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS)
paradigms will have far-reaching
effects. But what needs to happen
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to facilitate their development in the
Netherlands and who will the
winners be?
The MaaS concept revolves around
shared mobility services – and, as a
related forerunner to this, we are
already seeing a rise in vehicle
sharing. In the Netherlands, 41,000
cars were shared by 400,000
motorists in 201829. What’s more,
KPMG’s Global Automotive
Executive Survey 2019 found that
half of current car owners would be
willing to give up vehicle ownership
by 2025 30, a trend primarily seen in
cities and urban areas31. With its
densely populated urban areas,
especially in the Randstad
conurbation of Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht,
the Netherlands is a country where
shared usage and new ownership
models could therefore really take
off.
Indeed, we would argue that it is
essential for these new models to
gain traction due to the particular
constraints facing the Netherlands.
The country has high vehicle
concentrations due to scarce space,
while traffic volumes have increased
in recent years, spurred by economic
growth. This has led to increased
congestion on Dutch roads and
associated time losses. A recent
government forecast estimated
that the total loss of time on Dutch
roads could increase by 35%
between 2017 and 2023, leading to

substantial economic damage for
Freight Transportation in particular 32.
Car sharing in Europe is still at a very
marginal scale compared to vehicle
ownership – just 0.1% of all cars are
currently shared. Issues remain
around making sharing schemes
practical and attractive to users.
However, it has been estimated that
if the full potential and value of car
sharing can be unlocked, we could
see significant expansion in take-up,
to 7.5 million shared cars in Europe
by 2025 33. Alongside this, we have
already seen widespread usage of
other shared mobility modalities
such as bikes and scooters. Bike and
scooter schemes are particularly
popular in the Netherlands – perhaps
unsurprisingly in a country famed for
its love of cycling – where many
different providers such as Mobike,
Flickbike and Felyx (e-scooters) are
offering services within the Dutch
mobility ecosystem, ranging from
free-floating concepts to providers
operating from fixed locations.
These trends indicate the rapidly
changing dynamics of mobility
patterns that we are already
seeing today, in which provision
and aggregation of services to
individuals are on the rise.
Organizations are currently
(re)occupying their positions in these
ecosystems to capture value by both
serving existing customers and
capturing new ones. New frontiers
are opening up.
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Mobility-as-a-Service
We have already outlined the growth
in individual mobility modes being
offered as a service – but what will
take the phenomenon to a new level
is the multimodal orchestration,
integration and aggregation of these
services: Mobility-as-a-Service
(MaaS) in its full potential.
With MaaS, both individual travelers
and organizations move away from
vehicle ownership in favor of the
usage of mobility modes as a
service. This will usually involve
several forms of mobility, for
instance the use of a public transit
mode such as bus or train, followed
perhaps by a shared e-scooter or
bike, available in one MaaS solution

that is aggregated together in
terms of planning, booking,
payment, arrangement and usage in
seamlessly connected services34/35.
Ideally, these interconnected
services will be intertwined in one
trip from A to B, where the most
suitable mobility packages and
solutions are offered in accordance
with user preferences and external
factors such as traffic or weather
conditions. As such, MaaS should
be primarily focused on facilitating
and unburdening the individual
travelers, making their journey as
smooth and painless as possible.

Below, we outline the mobility mix
today compared to 2030, by when
we expect that newly positioned
MaaS providers will have
significantly increased their mobility
market share.
But what are the detailed
considerations in making the growth
of MaaS possible and harnessing
the benefits of greater consumer
ease and lower infrastructure
congestion?
In the sections that follow, we
analyze MaaS from three key
perspectives: Infrastructure &
Technology, Policy and Social
Acceptance.

The increasingly important position of MaaS providers in the mobility mix

Car
sharing

Carpooling

Ondemand
ride
hailing

Dynamic
shuttle
services

Bike /
Scooter
sharing

Multimodal
MaaSsolutions

Share of total individual mobility kilometers

Car (driver)
Today
Car (passenger)
Car (driver or passenger)
New Mobility services
2025

Train
Bus/Tram/Metro
Moped/Bike

2030
Walking
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Infrastructure & Technology
A MaaS ecosystem involves a
numbers of layers. The most
important distinction to be clear on
at the outset, is that between MaaS
providers and MaaS operators.
MaaS providers are the businesses
that aggregate multimodal services
and initiate (and, most likely, own)
customer contact. MaaS operators,
on the other hand, are the
businesses that provide the actual
mobility services as asset operators,
like public transport companies or
mobility service providers.
In some cases, the MaaS provider
and operator may be the same
company. For example, the Dutch
national rail operator offers a service
whereby train and other forms of
travel such as bikes from stations or
access to a car share service are
available under one product.
There are in fact two possible
models for MaaS services – and it
remains to be seen whether one will
dominate or whether both will exist
side by side. Under the first model,
the MaaS provider will be the player
in direct contact with the customer,
orchestrating the whole relationship.
Understandably, this is something
that MaaS operators may not
welcome as they will fear being
removed from the customer
relationship and potentially seeing
the customer being steered towards
other operators or other forms of
transport. Under the second model,
rather than one player owning the
interface with the customer, each
service provider or operator will
retain contact with the customer
but they will all operate within a
common system or set of standards.
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However this pans out, the
importance of data sharing and
collaboration to provide integrated
services to customers is clear.
Data exchange and intermodal
agreements between providers and
also with (local) governments and
transport authorities will be key
axels of the ecosystem.36 Alongside
the exchanging of data and the
embedding of competitive quality
agreements, Application
Programming Interfaces – APIs – will
be needed to ensure that systems
are interconnected and services are
accessible.
Additionally, the infrastructure in
MaaS operator assets, such as
public transport buses and trains,
will need to be adaptive for MaaS
usage. For example, enabling
smartphone touch-in and touch-out
– so that systems link up to MaaS
platforms.
Governments will have an important
role to play in the creation of
standards for these data sharing
protocols, something which the
Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure &
Water Management is already
facilitating37. MaaS providers and
operators will need access to
required data, but there will need to
be clear guidelines around which
data is shared with whom, for what
purpose, as data exchange could
bring security and privacy risks with
it as well as commercial challenges.
Cyber security techniques and
measures, including blockchain,
will be needed to ensure the
safeguarding of individual and
organizational data38. Cooperation
and investment will be indispensable, both from the technology and
commercial perspective.

In the Netherlands, we are already
seeing a potential acceleration in
these areas, with the Dutch
government recently announcing
that the current OV chip card system
might be extended to also enable
smartphone check-ins39 and
payments by 2023.
There will, however, be significant
levels of work required to create a
new, integrated system. Unravelling
the data currently held by disparate
organizations will be complex. The
great majority of the data is currently
held by public transport bodies, but
as they themselves will be looking
to become active players in the
MaaS ecosystem, potentially
building their own MaaS platforms,
releasing or sharing their data clearly
brings with it commercial and
competitive considerations that will
need to be resolved. Incumbents’
current commercial strategies are
often defensive and based on the
rules of traditional competition –
governmental bodies will have a vital
role to play in shaking up the status
quo, as we shall shortly expand on
in the next section.
The MaaS concept clearly holds
major opportunities and large
potential. However, techniques
and infrastructure need to be
standardized, as currently there are
widespread variations. For example,
we are seeing the application of
different public transport check-in
systems, data exchange platforms
and payment procedures. In
addition, in order to unlock large
amounts of data, deeper levels of
technical integration and connection
between MaaS provider and MaaS
operator systems will be needed.
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Policy
Governments and transport
authorities could have a vital role to
play in the creation of a level playing
field, such that ticketing, data and
APIs are open to all players. We
referred above to the fact that they
need to be active in creating national
standards for data sharing as well as
infrastructure development.

customers’ account information at
the customer’s request, similar
legislation is likely to be needed to
mandate the sharing of information
between mobility players. Ultimately,
the persuasive power of MaaS will be
greatly undermined if there is not an
integrated ecosystem to support it.

We have already seen one example
of a government leading the way on
this. In Finland, the government has
obliged MaaS operators with a
concession to open up these
elements through the Act of
Transportation Services40. As a result,
MaaS has already reached an
impressive scale there, with 70,000
Helsinki inhabitants using the Whim
app 41.

It will also be important to develop
MaaS in areas which are
commercially less attractive for
operators, to ensure that the whole of
society benefits. Governments may
need to legislate around this too –
perhaps in a similar vein to universal
postal service requirements in some
countries that mean deliveries of
standard mail to remote areas must
be performed at the same postage
cost.

Other countries are likely to follow
this approach if they want MaaS to
truly take off. Just as the EU’s PSD2
directive in banking requires banks to
give third party providers access to a

Of course, government policy and
legislation should be designed
to promote and support the
development of MaaS services, not
to frustrate them. Governments

themselves have much to gain:
boosting economic activity and
productivity through a more time
efficient and speedy transport
network that also aids social
inclusion; improving air quality and
helping meet environmental targets if
there are fewer/cleaner vehicles on
the roads; and potentially plugging
the fiscal gap created by the decline
in ICE vehicles (BPM car tax that is
scaled according to the vehicle’s CO2
emissions, and excise duty on petrol
and diesel, raised €10.1 billion42
between them for the Dutch
government in 2017) by perhaps
moving towards a pay- per-kilometer
taxation system.
At the same time, there are many
questions and unknowns for MaaS
providers and operators to work out.
They will need to establish
collaborations with each other to map
out and understand the underlying
value streams which MaaS could
bring each party. For example, MaaS

Integration and MaaS adoption can be distinguished in five integration layers
Source: Sochor, J., Strömberg, H., & Karlsson, I. (2017)
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0

No integration, single and separated services

1

Integration of information (as in travel planning)

2

Integration of booking and payment

3

Integration of the service offering

4

Integration of societal goals
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Different MaaS revenue model solutions outlined

Combinations of
Pay-Per-Use & Subscription

Pay-Per-Use

Subscription

A Pay-per-use business model is in
use by several MaaS providers and
works well for one-off and irregular
journeys. It is closely related to
paying for usage in mobility.

A subscription business model is in
use by several MaaS providers
(and MaaS providers who are
simultaneously MaaS operators),
and is well-suited to regular and
repeated journeys.

A combination of both business
models can be provided to allow
for individual mobility patterns
(e.g. subscription for commuting,
Pay-per-use for other personal
trips).

As of today, it is unclear how great
an impact MaaS could have, as its
current scale is still fragmented and
marginal. Will MaaS ultimately result
in desired Modal Shifts44? And if
such shifts do occur, how will we
deal with the knock-on effects and
seamlessly provide back-up modes
to keep traffic streams efficiently
balanced?

system. Combinations of both are
also possible. MaaS provider
services could complement the
service offerings of MaaS operators
and so business models could
interact.

operators will need to analyze
whether there are ways in which
MaaS services could help them
arrange door-to-door transport that
could compete with the autonomy
and flexibility that individual car
owners enjoy today.
MaaS providers, meanwhile, will be
looking to expand their transport
services and modes to offer coverage
of the full country. Based on KiM
mobility statistics, 97% of all journeys
in the Netherlands are unimodal,
indicating both the large challenges
and opportunities that exist43. MaaS
providers will also need to assess
how, using Data & Analytics, they
could better understand traffic
streams and individual patterns in
order to optimize mobility planning
and solutions to be aggregated.
For both parties there is also, as we
touched on earlier, the client ‘ownership’ issue which will be a challenging
area in ecosystem collaboration. In
order to serve a mutual client, MaaS
operators and providers will need to
develop agreement structures in
which they clearly map out accepted
processes, quality standards and data
exchange protocols.
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We are currently in the early stages
of MaaS integration, of which five
different levels have been identified.
These start with a non-integrated
ecosystem of separated modes
(level 0) and then proceed to
integration of information, booking &
payment, service offering and,
finally, societal goals (level 4)45 as
shown on page 36.
Several different business and
operating models are possible with
MaaS, such as pay-per-use or
subscription-based services.
Subscription is best-suited to regular
or repeated journeys (such as the
commute to work), while pay-peruse is better suited to one-off
journeys and is also closely related
to paying for usage in mobility, such
as a pay-per-kilometer taxation

It will be important that all parties
connected with the mobility ecosystem build their understanding of
which target user groups and
services MaaS has the greatest
potential for, and areas in which
further development is needed.
Officially starting in 2020, the Dutch
Ministry of Infrastructure & Water
Management will initiate seven
regional MaaS pilots in collaboration
with private entities. In addition to
this, the Dutch Mobility sector has
come together to form the
Mobiliteitsalliantie. Consisting of 25
organizations, the alliance has
developed a shared sector vision
of mobility together with an
associated investment agenda and
implementation plan, with MaaS
being one of the key topics addressed. Both of these are very
positive developments, with the
potential to help propel the
Netherlands forwards on its MaaS
journey.
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Scalable MaaS pilots
The Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure & Water
Management initiates seven regional MaaS
pilots, which all have a domestically scalable
character. The aim of the pilots is to build an
understanding of what factors are key to
successful MaaS services and models.
Pilot areas: Amsterdam, RotterdamThe Hague Airport, Utrecht Leidsche
Rijn, Eindhoven, Limburg, Twente,
Groningen-Drenthe
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Social acceptance

MaaS has many significant potential
public benefits, including more
convenient and flexible services for
the public, more efficient running of
transport timetables and services,
and optimized city planning and
design. However, all of this is
dependent on the scale and
frequency of MaaS usage. Will the
public embrace it and make it their
normal mode of travelling?
If widely adopted, MaaS could
undoubtedly lead to a reduction in
vehicle numbers in the network as
the use of shared services rises.
However, it is still too early to know
for certain whether MaaS will
become the primary approach to
mobility in the future, or whether it
will sit alongside separated, nonshared modes – and so possibly
result in more, rather than less
assets in use.
It will always be a challenge to
persuade individual car owners –
especially from older, non-Millennial
generations – to give up (or
significantly reduce) the flexibility
and autonomy that they enjoy by
having their own vehicle46/47. The
government’s potential move to
introduce pay-per-kilometer charging
or tolling for vehicle usage – perhaps
from 2026 – could be an influential
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lever for change here, affecting
people’s usage patterns by providing
a greater financial incentive to either
drive less or share more – or
Rekeningrijden as it is known locally.
Certainly, MaaS and mobility modes
should be kept affordable for the
whole of society. In addition, it will
be essential to work shoulder to
shoulder with large employers,
encouraging them to adopt policies
that support a MaaS uptake
amongst employees.
For MaaS to reach its full potential,
more research is needed into
different target user groups and
areas in the Netherlands. Early
adopters are likely to be younger,
digitally savvy urban consumers,
while the older generations and
those in rural areas with their own
transport may be less receptive.
Clearly though, key criteria for mass
adoption will be ease of use and
access, confidence in the reliability
and safety of services, and
affordable pricing. MaaS needs to
prove itself against these criteria
before end users will begin to
seriously favor it over separate or
private mobility modes48.

and Social Acceptance perspectives,
with guidelines on how publicprivate development could be
established.
As the figure on page 40 shows, we
have placed the different MaaS
actors into a layered mobility
ecosystem. MaaS travelers will be
expecting a personal multimodal
service, fully integrated and
facilitated into one solution. This will
result in a give and take dynamic
between MaaS providers and MaaS
operators. MaaS providers will have
to discuss quality standards and
align on commercial interests (e.g.
who owns the client relationship) to
establish a healthy business partnership. MaaS operators, meanwhile,
will need to work on providing
seamless door-to-door mobility
experiences. Governments could
help by ensuring the creation of a
level playing field and facilitating the
development of quality, technical
and data standards. Also, incentives
to consumers to change their
mobility patterns could be
introduced to further shift customer
demand for pay-per-use mobility
models.

To summarize, we present the MaaS
ecosystem in graphical form, from
the Infrastructure/Technology, Policy
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The MaaS landscape explained
Source: KPMG Analysis

Traveler
– MaaS is a personalized,
potentially connected and
multimodal, aggregated
mobility service, which should
primarily unburden and
facilitate an individual traveler
and is accessible in terms
of planning, booking,
arrangement, payment and
the provision of access to
connected modalities.

MaaS Providers
Traveler

Governments
– Governments should develop
a suitable vision to MaaS with
accessory regulation.
– MaaS should be able to
develop amongst different
regions, such as cities,
agglomerations, but also in
rural areas which are commercially less attractive for MaaS
providers and MaaS operators.
Here, resources could be
evenly allocated in such a way
this is obtained.
– Governments could help with
the creation of a level playing
field, which is essential for
MaaS development and
adoption.

MaaS-Providers

– MaaS providers are the
organizations which provide
the aggregated MaaS-services
and, most likely, initiate the
customer contact.
– For a MaaS provider, it is
important to develop a
comprehensive and fully
interoperable service offering
in order to optimally facilitate in
traveler’s needs and to bundle
services in such a way that
efficiency and effectiveness of
these services is stimulated.

Agreement Structure/
Data Exchange

Agreement
Structure

Data
Exchange

– In order to serve a mutual
client, MaaS providers and
MaaS operators must connect
services and processes, for
instance with APIs and the
exchanging of data. Besides,
agreements can be embedded
in a structure where these
organizations decide on quality
standards and protocols.

MaaS Operators
MaaS-Operators
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– MaaS operators are the
organizations which provide
the factual mobility services
and own and operate with
assets, such as public
transport bodies.
– It is yet unclear for MaaS
operators how MaaS could
impact their operating
performance, for instance on
the level of traffic streams.
– The uncertainty regarding
‘client ownership’ and the
addition of new players to
the value chain results in
(perceived) risks for these
operators.
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All to play for

MaaS has enormous potential to
impact Dutch society positively, but
for this to happen policy makers and
organizations must embrace a
collaborative approach rather than
pursuing fragmented or isolated
developments of their own.
There are already encouraging signs
around this, both via the
government’s pilot schemes and the
Dutch Mobiliteitsalliantie.
If ambitious plans are to be realized,
and if the Netherlands is to capitalize
on its already strong position in
progressive mobility solutions, an
unflagging determination will be
needed to drive change and bring
about innovation.
There is a great opportunity for new
incumbents to disrupt the market
– but at the same time, established
mobility operators and service
providers are well-placed with the
significant head start of large
established customer bases.
Who will provide the breakthrough
innovations and the shared services
that will capture the public’s
imagination? Is there an opportunity
for a tech player to steal market
share by seamlessly linking up
customers, services and systems,
monetizing data streams to create a
profitable new model?
All organizations connected to the
mobility sector – whether directly
such as transport companies or
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OEMs, or indirectly such as payment service providers, insurers or
providers of data and connectivity –
need to ask themselves what role
they could have to play. Will they
want to become the manager of a
platform, the supplier to a platform,
or a partner to a platform? Each role
involves different key attributes and
commercial appetites. Businesses
need to assess the monetization
options that may be open to them
and consider what operating model
adjustments will be needed.
One thing seems clear: operational
efficiency will be critical. The
mobility market is one with limited
price elasticity – margins are small.
The winners of the future are likely
to be those that operate with an
Amazon-like efficiency and
responsiveness to customer
demand. This in turn requires an
ability to capture, analyze and use
data effectively along with a flexible
technology backbone that can be
leveraged for different applications
– just as Amazon has.
It is all to play for in the MaaS
market in the Netherlands. Many of
the building blocks are in place.
There is no reason why the
Netherlands can’t rival Scandinavian
countries and become a pace setter
internationally in the development of
this exciting new breed of integrated
mobility services.
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Conclusion: are you ready
to rise to the challenge?
As we have seen throughout this report, a huge amount of change is on the way
– and the pace is only set to accelerate.

The growing uptake of new fully
Electric Vehicles in 2019 may come
to be seen as the first major change
in a historically traditional Dutch
automotive market. In the future, we
can expect a huge impact on
incumbent automotive dealers’
business models, with significantly
lower after sales and service
revenues. In the short term
however, the aging Dutch passenger
vehicle fleet will still provide workshops with sufficient sources of
revenues. Nevertheless, dealerships
will need to adapt their retail networks over time due to the shift
from traditional combustion engines
to electric drivetrains, and the
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increasing importance of businesses
and leasing companies as their most
significant buyers. There will be
impacts on a host of other players
too, such as fuel stations, insurance
companies and parts suppliers.
Connected and Autonomous
Vehicles remain some years away in
terms of large scale rollout, as
introducing L4 and L5 autonomous
vehicles requires a very different
infrastructure. Our society will need
some time to get a clear picture of
what is actually needed and make
the necessary investments to bring
it about.

MaaS is in a similar, early phase.
Transport organizations are currently
investigating and researching
integrated MaaS platforms.
While we have seen some good
examples abroad, the Dutch ecosystem needs to align on the set-up
of collaborations, striving for a
healthy commercial level playing
field. It will take some time for MaaS
solutions to coalesce on a significant
scale.
We see two key strands to the
changes that businesses must
consider and prepare for, which we
shall discuss in the following
sections.
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#1: Revenue pools wil shift and change
The combination of electric,
connected and autonomous vehicles
and Mobility-as-a-Service will
fundamentally change both the
mobility demand and the mobility
offer, leading to a new transport mix.
Revenue patterns will therefore
change. A decline in personal vehicle
ownership, for example, will have
important implications for
automotive manufacturers and car
dealers, while revenues from
after sales are also likely to fall
significantly due to the lower service
and maintenance needs of EVs and
CAVs. Meanwhile, new players will
enter new markets, disrupting the

revenues enjoyed by incumbents. As
an example, insurance companies
are likely to develop mobility
services and perhaps also offer
energy packages and products,
competing with energy companies.
Consumers themselves are likely to
increase their own self-generation of
power through solar panels,
reducing their dependence on
external suppliers.

mobility options for customers.
At the same time, the mobility
ecosystem produces large amounts
of valuable data which will be
monetized sooner rather than later.
Every business connected with the
mobility ecosystem needs to assess
how future developments could
affect their own income streams –
and what opportunities will also
arise.

In short, in the emerging mobility
ecosystem, industry barriers are
blurring due to a higher level of
technological integration between
different parties to increase the

All of these will raise significant
questions for several traditional
sectors:

Emerging mobility ecosystem, the traditional automotive value chain example
Source: KPMG analysis
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Transport authorities and
governmental bodies
New mobility services, such as ride
hailing and micro mobility services,
will (partly) replace the need for
traditional public transport services.
There will be enormous opportunities
for a new breed of MaaS providers
and operators. A viable business case
for each of the links in the chain
seems to be elementary for further
development, but for this to happen
policy makers and organizations must
embrace a collaborative approach
rather than pursuing fragmented or
isolated developments of their own.
Governmental bodies will have to
assess how mobility taxes should be
charged. Further in the future, an
uptake of autonomous cars will
impact today’s lucrative income
streams from car and road side
parking charges. In addition, income
from fuel taxes will likely come down
as the EV uptake accelerates. Which
raises the question of how to fill the
fiscal hole that will be left.
Infrastructure
Smart and green mobility requires
significant investments in
vehicle-to-grid connectivity and EV
charging. In addition, road upgrades
are needed to enable smart mobility
technologies to be introduced.
These technologies will provide traffic
managers with the ability to optimize
road management and safer usage.
Public and private funding
mechanisms will be needed to raise
sufficient amounts of capital to make
the necessary investments. We
expect that CAVs49 are most likely be
quickly and widely adopted in cities
and urbanized areas. Therefore,
infrastructure considerations will be
faced by major cities and urbanized
province authorities first.
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Financial services
The mobility ecosystem will be a very
interesting new source of revenue for
banks, payment providers and
insurance companies, especially if
they can take a position in developing
integrated mobility platforms. Trusted
aggregators will take over the
customer relationship, and provide
end-to-end solutions bringing them
access to mobility. Insurance
companies have already seen a
decline in motor premiums as a result
of a balance shift from B2C to B2B
vehicle insurance. Imagine, therefore,
what the impact of new AVs will be?
What kind of insurance products will
still be needed? New risks associated
with AVs, such as Cyber Security and
specific risks occurring through
automated travel itself, might bring
new insurance needs too (e.g.
personal mobility insurance products).
Car importers and dealerships
With overall sales declining, and sales
moving more substantially online via
platforms and apps, the future of
the traditional dealership looks
challenging. New online to offline
concepts will be crucial for a
sustainable business model. Dealers
will also see large revenue decline
due to the uptake of EVs and the
reduced need for service and
maintenance of these vehicles. For
dealers, new retail (network) and
service models will therefore be
required and strong relationships with
fleet players are likely to be key.
Energy
Significant decline in demand for ICE
vehicles will lead to a drop in demand
for oil and gas. Oil and gas
companies, as well as fuel retailers,
will need to rethink their role in the
value chain – and have to come up

with new service models and
solutions (such as EV charging points)
to ‘un-strand’ their assets alongside
roads. The power and utilities sector,
on the other hand, will probably face
(local) capacity issues, especially in
areas where EV adoption scale and
demand cannot be spread. And what
if customers are producing their own
electricity with solar panels, and
charging EVs at home on a large
scale? The sector will have an even
more important role to play to
balance the electricity grid as a
‘complementor’ or ‘platform
manager’ of new local energy grids.
As we have seen, traditional sectors
will have to work systematically
on strategy development and
collaborate within the ecosystem
with strong partners to develop a
realistic business model for the years
ahead. The actual outcome for each
player in the future, however, is still
very uncertain due to factors such as
the position that the government will
take on data sharing and to what
extent existing parties are able to
successfully launch new propositions.
While there remains a lot of
uncertainty around exactly how
different pieces of the mobility
ecosystem will develop and at what
speed relative to each other, every
player connected to mobility needs to
be actively planning for the future and
developing a strategy right now.
The time for merely contemplating
the future has passed. However,
finding the balance between shortterm opportunities while at the same
time making the required investments
to ensure a long-term sustainable
business model, makes decisionmaking undeniably difficult.
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#2: New ecosystems orchestrated by platforms
wil require new ways of thinking
The traditional value chain will
steadily be replaced by new ecosystems that continue to emerge,
which will increasingly be focused
on the end-users of mobility and
their data. With this, new mindsets
will be needed: focusing less on
simply selling products and more on
creating value through functionality,

measured across customer lifetime
not just the point of sale, and
frequently involving collaborations
with other parties in the ecosystem.
At the same time, new relationships
and linkages will be needed between
players in the ecosystem as users
place more significance on the

entirety of the mobility experience.
That is to say, the most sophisticated
EV will be of no use at all without an
adequate charging infrastructure; as
the latest CAV will be no good
without seamless connectivity all
along its journey. Therefore, whereas
in the past each player in the
mobility market only needed to

Vehicle development towards an interconnected mobility ecosystem
Source: Porter, How Smart Connected Product are Transforming Competition, HBR, 2014, KPMG Analysis
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concern themselves with their own
product or part of a product, in the
future they will need to ensure that
everything is joined up. This will
mean an increased emphasis on
collaborations and partnerships, as
well as some expansion into
adjacent markets (such as car
manufacturers developing their own
charging networks).

much less with product manufacturers and direct-to-consumer
retailers, instead using platform
services, aggregators and fleet
operators. The rise of fleets will
be one of the most notable
developments in the mobility future,
both for individual consumers and
for commercial use under leasing
models.

much later. This will involve some
calculated risk-taking and bold
decision-making, with some ‘winner
takes all’ scenarios in certain
segments of the ecosystem.

The increasing development of
platforms will profoundly change the
structure of the mobility industry as
they begin to orchestrate the
different partners within the ecosystem. Consumers will interact

Another key shift is that a new
approach to profitability will come
into play. Businesses will need to be
prepared to invest significantly in
order to grow their propositions,
potentially only generating profits

How these trends will develop,
however, is still very uncertain.
But there is no doubt that doing
nothing is not an option. Players
across all sectors related to mobility
need to be taking a structured and

Data will be key: extracting it both
for monetization as an asset and in
order to make real-time decisions for
future service enhancements.

Shifting industry structure from B2C to B2B and B2B2E
Source: KPMG Analysis
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Traditional value chain dynamics differ fundamentally from mobility ‘ecosystem’ dynamics
Source: KPMG Analysis
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Traditional sector boundaries are blurring, new players are entering the market and the competitive force game is changing into a
new logic.

systematic approach now,
developing a clear vision of the role
they can assume in the ecosystem
and scoping out opportunities.
The aim must be to gain a shared
vision within the organization and
take informed no-regret decisions to
capture value. Decoding disruption
can be hard, but breaking it down
into short-mid-long-term
developments makes it simpler.
A willingness to collaborate and
partner with others will also be
critical.

Meanwhile, it is also essential for
policy makers to provide a
supportive environment in which
developments can prosper.
Government policy needs to take a
long-term view and provide clarity
and stability in these uncertain and
disruptive times.
In the Netherlands, progressive
public policy and a natural
Dutch spirit of innovation and
experimentation has seen the
country put itself in a leading

position already. Uptake of EVs
has been strong, while as we have
noted, the Netherlands enjoys top
ranking in KPMG’s latest global
Autonomous Vehicles Readiness
Index. However, there cannot be any
room for complacency. Continued
investment, both public and private,
and constant efforts to develop and
push forward with new mobility
solutions will be needed if
momentum is to be maintained.
If not, other countries will soon be
overtaking.

The road into the future looks exciting. Organizations across the Dutch
ecosystem need to rise to the challenge now to propel themselves further
and faster along it.
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